
The
Glorious

Kaveri Spa
Open everyday for Public
30% discount from website booking

Perfection of Beauty & Relaxation

Beauty and wellness are always worth celebrating.
Let yourself relax and release your tense with 
a wide selection of our treatments.

theudaya.com

kaverispa@theudaya.com

+62-821-3003-2998 (WhatsApp)

@kaverispa



Massage Menu
Traditional Balinese Massage

Kaveri Royal Massage

Deep Tissue Massage

Hot Stone Massage

60 Minutes
IDR 1,000,000
IDR 700,000

90 Minutes
IDR 1,150,000
IDR 805,000

90 Minutes
IDR 1,150,000
IDR 805,000

90 Minutes
IDR 1,150,000
IDR 805,000

Bring yourself closer to relaxation in the most Balinese way. 
Traditional touches with combined techniques of 
stretching, kneading, sliding, and pressure points will bring 
relief to your tensed muscle and leave you breathing so 
very loosely. A truly great method to care your muscle pains 
and sleeping disorder.

A great massage is all about composed relaxation. That is 
what we believe when we crafted the techniques of Kaveri 
Royal Masage. Mainly consists of soothing gentle strokes, 
this massage serves lighter pressure done with purest 
essential oils in hope of thorough physical and mental 
healing. This is undoubtedly something you can seek for a 
holistic leisure experience.

When your tight muscles are asking for some remedy,
a muscle-relieving Deep Tissue Massage should be the cure. 
Treat your tensed body with massage that focuses on 
meridian points and muscles grouping by well-thought 
movements of palm, elbow, forearm, perfectly paired with 
soothing, stretching and long strokes along the body line.

Heated smooth-textured stones placing on your specific 
body points are the key to this massage. Expect to have your 
body circulation increased, flexibility improved and totally 
loosening as the body is treated with a deep massage. You 
wil leave your session with nothing but a contented joy of 
relaxed body.



Neck & Shoulder Massage

Foot Reflexology

30 Minutes
IDR 500,000
IDR 350,000

60 Minutes
IDR 750,000
IDR 525,000

Stiffness in the neck and shoulder area from constant 
activity and movement can be released with a soothing 
Neck & Shoulder Massage. It is combined with traditional 
massage of unwinding stroke to release the stress and 
tension on the specifis points. It is also found to improve the 
back muscle.

Your body does the wonder of having these reflexology 
points on the feet that connects to the organs on other body 
parts. Through this reflexology session, you will get your 
points in the feet stimulated to improve other organs, work 
on the imbalances, and have your body health repaired. 
The massage is especially effective after a long, tiring 
activity.



Signature Baths
Celebration of Flowers

Citrus Bath

45 Minutes

Solo :
IDR 1,200,000
IDR 840,000

Couple :
IDR 1,300,000
IDR 910,000

Solo :
IDR 1,200,000
IDR 840,000

Couple :
IDR 1,300,000
IDR 910,000

Solo :
IDR 1,200,000
IDR 840,000

Couple :
IDR 1,300,000
IDR 910,000

45 Minutes

Named as our signature decorated flower bath, Celebration 
of Flowers was beautifully established and become 
everyone’s heart in an instant. This bath will give you a true 
experience of royalty, bathed in fully decorated colorful 
flowers to soothe your soul especially by the beauty it holds 
within. It is perfect to complete your true Balinese 
experience for a lifetime memory.

The refreshing bath of citrus is just a perfect pair to the 
sunny and exotic Bali island. Rejuvenating essences of 
lemon, orange, and orange leaves will escalate the skin cells 
and work on perfecting your skin. Using milk as a mixture 
for the bath base, you will also find your skin supple and 
soft enough to brighten up your mood. This is just to perfect 
for your daily Vitamin C intake.

Twilight Bath

45 Minutes The lulling and mythical bath of butterfly pea flowers and 
citric acid, acquainting the miraculous transformation of 
the twilight. Extremely rich in antioxidant compounds for 
skin beautification and delivering variegated health 
properties to oneself, a bath endowed with magical power 
for anti-inflammatory and skin brightening. This bath will 
give you a stupendous experience of ethereal relief for your 
soul to indulge in.soul to indulge in.



Individual Package
Pampering Package

150 Minutes
IDR 2,100,000
IDR 1,470,000

Package Inclusions :
60 minutes Traditional Balinese Massage
45 minutes Body Scrub and Body Mask
45 minutes Celebration of Flowers

Give yourself some time to have an authentic 
self-pampering journey with Pampering Package. Begin 
with a full-body Traditional Balinese Massage to loosen up 
the tension and continue with Body Scrub and Body Mask 
to freshen up your skin with nourishing natural goodness. 
To end the pampering ritual, it is only right to have the 
exotic Celebration of Flowers for the best
Kaveri SpaKaveri Spa’s ecperience.

Balinese Package

150 Minutes
IDR 2,100,000
IDR 1,470,000

Package Inclusions :
60 minutes Traditional Balinese Massage
45 minutes Body Scrub and Body Mask
45 minutes Citrus Bath

A rejuvenating treatment package that works to maximize 
your skin conditions after having fun under Bali’s bright 
sky. This package consists of Traditional Balinese Massage 
to treat your tight muscles from all the activity, Body Scrub 
and Body Mask to soothe the skin and a Vitamin C rich 
Citrus Bath to complete the skin-nourishing treatment.



Kaveri Indulgent + Bath of Flower Petals

150 Minutes
IDR 1,800,000
IDR 1,260,000

Package Inclusions :
90 minutes Kaveri Royal Massage
30 minutes Body Scrub and Body Mask
30 minutes bath of flower petals

Recharge your body and soul with Kaveri Indulgent that 
starts with a great full-body Kaveri Royal Massage which 
works best for relaxation. Body Scrub and Body Mask are 
the next steps to cleanse and nourish your skin with several 
choices of a calming scent. You will finish the treatments 
with an exotic bath of flower petals.

Kaveri Indulgent + Celebration of Flowers

150 Minutes
IDR 2,300,000
IDR 1,610,000

Package Inclusions :
90 minutes Kaveri Royal Massage
30 minutes Body Scrub and Body Mask
30 minutes Celebration of Flowers

Recharge your body, mind, and soul with Kaveri Indulgent 
that starts with a great full-body Kaveri Royal Massage 
which works best for relaxation. Body Scrub and Body 
Mask are the next steps to cleanse and nourish your skin 
with several choices of a calming scent. You will finish the 
treatments with the signature Celebration of Flowers for 
perfection



Kaveri Signature Couple

120 Minutes
IDR 3,700,000
IDR 2,590,000

120 Minutes
IDR 3,500,000
IDR 2,450,000

Package Inclusions :
60 minutes Traditional Balinese Massage
15 minutes Chocolate Body Mask
45 minutes Celebration of Flowers

The signature package consists of a thorough Traditional 
Balinese Massage to begin your couple session. After a 
relaxing massage, your skin will be taken care of with a 
benefit-rich Chocolate Body Mask which is known for the 
antioxidant source. At the end of the session, you and your 
loved one will have a quality 45 minutes of romantic 
Celebration of Flowers.

Kaveri Rejuvenating Couple + Celebration of Flowers

Package Inclusions :
60 minutes Traditional Balinese Massage
30 minutes Body Scrub and Body Mask
30 minutes Celebration of Flowers

Heal your tired body after a long trip with Kaveri 
Rejuvenating Couple package that starts with the great 
Traditional Balinese Massage. You will then proceed to 
freshen up your skin with some nourishing from Body 
Scrub and Body Mask and calm your soul with Celebration 
of Flowers as the closure

Relaxing Royal Couple + Citrus Bath

120 Minutes
IDR 3,700,000
IDR 2,590,000

Package Inclusions :
60 minutes Traditional Balinese Massage
30 minutes Body Scrub and Body Mask
30 minutes Citrus Bath

Relaxing is the initial purpose of this royal treatment that 
begins with Traditional Balinese Massage, offering a 
holistic experience for both your mind and physical 
conditions. Aside from massage, Body Scrub and Body 
Mask sessions are included to vitalize the skin cells before 
you end the treatment with our signature Citrus Bath.

Couple Package



Other Treatments

Menicure

60 Minutes
IDR 500,000
IDR 350,000

Hands are meant to be taken care of as well with a 
manicure session that starts with a warm hand bath which 
is a mixture of water, rock salt, and sliced limes to sanitize 
your palm and fingers. Next is to proceed with care for your 
nails with nail sculpturing, trimming, cuticle treatment, 
hand scrub, and hand massage. To perfect it, polish your 
nails with some beautiful color.

Pedicure

60 Minutes
IDR 500,000
IDR 350,000

Pamper yourself with a pedicure session that starts with a 
warm hand bath which is a mixture of water, rock salt, and 
sliced limes to sanitize your palm and fingers. Next is to 
proceed with care for your nails with nail sculpturing, 
trimming, cuticle treatment, hand scrub, and hand 
massage. To perfect it, polish your nails with some beautiful 
color.

The Udaya Facial

60 Minutes
IDR 1,000,000
IDR 700,000

A comprehensive set of skin care treatments for intensive 
skin moisture and revitalization. This facial treatment 
utilises fresh natural ingredients such as yogurt, candle 
nut, cucumber, carrot, honey, and avocado to relax and and 
gently remove impurities from your skin. 



Body Scrub & Mask
Strawberry Scrub

45 Minutes
IDR 500,000
IDR 350,000

45 Minutes
IDR 500,000
IDR 350,000

45 Minutes
IDR 500,000
IDR 350,000

45 Minutes
IDR 500,000
IDR 350,000

Strawberries are rich with Vitamin C and anti-oxidant 
which benefit best to your skin. This scrub and mask are 
infused by strawberry exact to nourish your skin and deep 
cleanse it to the pores, leaving your skin glowed up. After a 
session of some strawberries delight, have your day 
brightened up very instantly.

Green Tea Scrub

One of the greatest sources of antioxidant is known to be 
green tea, which is why we believe this nature given 
ingredient should be an option for your body scrub and 
mask session. The leaf extract will bring countless benefits 
to your skin, especially in soothing the acne, 
skin-brightening, and calming the skin thoroughly.

Aloe Vera ScrubAloe Vera Scrub

Aloe Vera can be a very great source of vitamins to your 
skin, especially in moisturizing the skin to stimulate ideal 
elasticity. It also helps to soothe your skin surface and gives 
it a healthy glow from the outside, since the ingredient is 
rich with Vitamin A and C. Give it a go and see how it 
benefits your skin in many ways

Mango Scrub

The sweet tropical fruit has a very great, refreshing scent 
and even greater vitamins for you. It contains numerous 
vitamins like Vitamin A, C, E, and K that works mainly to 
nourish and brighten the skin. The scrub will help to 
cleanse the skin deeply to allow the vitamin-rich mask to 
invigorate the skin layers.


